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reluctance to exercise the jurisdiction is that, owing to a pos-
sible difference between the laws of the two countries, the stay
of one of the actions may deprive the plaintiff of some advan-
tage which he is justified in pursuing. Thus, he may have a
personal remedy in one country and a remedy only against the
goods in another, or a remedy against land in one State but no
such remedy in another.1 Again, where there are several defen-
dants, it may be that a judgment delivered in one country can-
not be enforced against them in the other. Further, owing to
uncertainty as to the state of the cause lists in the two countries,
the plaintiff may have deliberately started the double proceed-
ings with the view of pressing those which are more likely to
afford him a speedy decision.2
Defendant     The rule, therefore, is that a plea of fis alibi -pendent will not
w'tSnln succe€d and the court will not order a stay of proceedings,
point of unless the defendant proves vexation in point of fact. He must
fact show that the continued prosecution of both actions is oppres-
sive or embarrassing, an onus which he will find it difficult to
discharge if the plaintiff can indicate some material advantage
that is likely to result from each separate action. The courts
have consistently refused to attempt any general definition of
the term Vexation' in this connexion. Thus, in a leading case
Bowen L. J. said :
*I agree that it would be most unwise ... to lay down any definition
of what is vexatious or oppressive, or to draw a circle, so to speak, round
this court unnecessarily, and to say that it will not move outside it. I
would much rather rest on the general principle that the court can and
will interfere whenever there is vexation and oppression to prevent the
administration of justice being perverted for an unjust end.'3
Each case, then, depends upon its circumstances, and it is
only by way of illustration that the authorities are helpful. It is
a simple matter to suggest examples of -vexatious proceedings,
for example, where the plaintiff to a dispute of a complicated
character, involving many witnesses and documents, which is
in course of litigation abroad, serves a writ on the defendant
while the latter is on a short visit to England,4 but in most of
the decisions in which the issue has been raised the courts have
refrained from exercising their jurisdiction to order a stay of
proceedings.5
1	McHenry v. Lewis (i 882), 22 ChJX at p. 401, per Jessel M.R,
2	Ibid., at p. 403, per Jessel M.R.	3 lyj^ at pp. 407-8
* Logan v. Bank of Scotland, [1906] i K.B. 141, i$2,per Gorell Barnes L.J,
5 Actions were stayed in. the following cases: Logan v, Bank of Scotland

